
Account Reconciliations
Streamline account reconciliation using 
modern, cloud-based collaboration  
and workflow.

Alithya XPRESS Start provides rapid value 

to new Oracle Enterprise Performance 

Management (EPM) subscriptions. Built on 

Oracle Cloud technology, we have incorporated 

best practices from numerous Fortune 500 

implementations. Alithya Xpress Start offers 

turnkey, low-risk, quick time-to-value and is 

available in both fixed fee and subscription- 

based pricing.

With Alithya XPRESS Start, your organization 

can rapidly begin using Oracle EPM Cloud 

and evolve, train, and sustain your investment 

over time. XPRESS Start includes initial 

implementation and training, enhancements, 

improvements, and more. Your organization 

is assigned a dedicated support manager to 

ensure a successful relationship.

XPRESS Start Features
> Gain an understanding of current accounting 

operations

> Clearly define rollout timeline

> Set up Account Reconciliation cloud instances

> Provide extensive training throughout the 
implementation

> Configure system settings, including chart 
segments

> Assemble formats and profiles for account 
analysis reconciliations

> Upload from one general ledger using client 
provided file

> Configure upload for one transaction matching 
dataset using client provided file

> Collaboratively set up, test, train, and roll out

> Security for up to 10 users

Oracle Account Reconciliation 
Benefits1

> Improve global account reconciliation by 
addressing security and risk

> Automate key reconciliation functions to improve 
finance staff efficiencies

> Reduce manual effort needed for reconciliation 
without compromising accuracy or increasing 
risk

> Complete reconciliations more quickly and 
accurately through collaboration

> Clear responsibilities and timescales

> Shrink financial close time

> Boost trust with more accurate, reliable numbers

> No need to change existing systems

> Peace of mind that important, confidential data is 

only visible to authorized users

Alithya is the premier Oracle 
Cloud Partner helping CFOs and 
Controllers streamline their close-
to-report cycle— creating efficient, 
reliable operations.
1Visit oracle.com/epm to learn more about 
Oracle EPM Account Reconciliation
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Oracle EPM Account Reconciliation
Account Reconciliation uses Oracle EPM Cloud to provide a purpose-built 
business process designed to manage the global reconciliation process. It 
provides real-time visibility into the performance of reconciliations, ensuring that 
all reconciliations prepared are properly streamlined. It also helps streamline and 
optimize performance by automating certain reconciliation tasks, including high 
volume transactional reconciliations and variance analysis. Account Reconciliation 
combines Reconciliation Compliance, Auto-Reconciliations, and Transaction 
Matching into an integrated solution to streamline the close-to-report process.

> RECONCILIATION COMPLIANCE  - manages the tracking and performance of 
reconciliations. With Reconciliation Compliance, organizations ensure accounts 
are properly reconciled using the correct format with thorough and complete 
justifications. Approval workflow captures evidence of sign-off while email 
notifications keep the entire team on track.

> AUTO RECONCILIATIONS  - Most organizations process thousands of 
reconciliations per year. Often a percentage of these reconciliations are zero 
balance, low threshold or other minor risk types which could easily be automated. 
Account Reconciliation provides the ability for customers to define their own 
automatic reconciliation rules and have the system process these at the 
beginning of the cycle. The efficiency and accuracy gain of leveraging this feature 
in the system can be quite significant for most customers.

> TRANSACTION MATCHING  - Transaction Matching automates transaction 
intensive reconciliations, supporting intercompany, subledger, and bank 
reconciliations as well as single source reconciliations like high volume accrual 
and suspense accounts. The matching process begins with the import of 
transactions followed by the execution of the auto match process, confirmation of 
suggested matches, and creation of manual matches. Periodically, according to 
business needs, the detailed matching process seamlessly integrates with 
account balance substantiation in Reconciliation Compliance, greatly reducing 
the burden at month-end, providing the evidence needed to satisfy reconciliation 
compliance.

Options      Timeline:  4 weeks from start to value

Subscription
• Monthly fee
• 36-month commitment
• Initial configuration, creation of a client-specific implementation roadmap, and a

partnership to implement, operate, enhance, and adopt the account reconciliation process

Fixed Fee
• One fee for initial setup
• Product education, training, and configuration for up to 10 users, 1 general ledger, 5

account types, and transaction matching for one source with two matching rules

Flexibility

Tailor scope, cost, and timeline to your specific organizational needs including additional 
accounts, legal entities, source systems, and transaction matching processes. Automate 
transactional reconciliations with banks, operational systems, and subsidiaries.  Tailor larger 
rollouts for your organization in a proven, phased approach.

Alithya XPRESS Start for Account Reconciliations




